No Other
World
Rahul Mehta
FIC MEH
Coming-of-age story
about a gay Indian
American boy and
family saga about
belonging, identity,
and hope in the U.S.

The
Clothesline
Swing
Ahmad Danny
Ramadan
FIC RAM
An epic of two lovers
anchored to the
memory of a dying
Syria.

After The Blue
Hour

Outside Is The
Ocean

John Rechy

Matthew Lansburgh

FIC REC

FIC LAN

Confrontation looms
as John joins Paul on
his private island
where he recounts his
life and reveals his
love of dangerous,

A unique and
captivating story of
German immigrant
Heike and her gay son
told through 14
interlocking stories.

This Is How It
Begins

The Heart’s
Invisible
Furies

John Dempsey
FIC DEM
An octogenarian is
drawn into a political
firestorm when her
grandson is in a group
of gay teachers fired
for allegedly silencing

John Boyne
FIC BOY
Adopted by a wealthy
couple, Cyril is gay in
a violently repressive
Ireland, which he

The Night
Ocean
Paul La Farge
FIC LAF
A psychiatrist’s
husband goes missing
during his obsessive
investigation into the
story of H.P.
Lovecraft's ties with a

How To
Survive A
Summer
Nick White
FIC WHI
A grad student relives
gay conversion
therapy camp when
he discovers the old

Days Without
End

Less
Andrew Sean Greer

Sebastian Barry

FIC GRE
Failed novelist Arthur
gets an invite to his
ex’s wedding on the
eve of his 50th birthday, embarks on an
international journey
of love, risking his life,
reinventing himself

Also
on:
Also
on:

The House of Impossible
Beauties

Also
on:

After the Potato
Famine, two young
men serve in the U.S.
Army despite their
horror of the carnage
and also become

Matthew Griffin
FIC GRI
A breathtaking, heartbruising debut, the
story of a hidden life,
and the very recent
history of gay love in
America.

When We Rise:
my life in the
movement

Beijing
Comrades

Cleve Jones

FIC TON

ANF 306.766092 JON

The emotionally rich
and tender story of a
decade-long love
affair between two
men in Beijing. It is
the first gay novel
published in mainland

Daniel Zompareth

What Belongs
To You

No One Can
Pronounce My
Name

Bei Tong

A vibrantly voiced
memoir of gay and
AIDS activism in San
Francisco in the 70s
where Jones worked

Tin Man
Sarah Winman

Joseph Cassara

FIC WIN

FIC CAS

A heartbreaking celebration of love in reveals a fallout between two friends and
over the course of a
decade marked by the
marriage of one and
the disappearance of

A first novel, inspired by the House of
Xtravaganza made famous in the documentary,
Paris Is Burning, follows a cast of gay and
transgender kids navigating the Harlem ball
scene of the 1980s and 1990s.

FIC BAR

Hide

Garth Greenwell

Also
on:

Everything Is
Awful And
You’re A
Terrible
Person

FIC ZOM
Stories where gay
men look for love in

FIC GRE

Rakesh Satyal

A teacher sleeps with
a hustler and
discovers far-reaching
consequences when
he must grapple with
his own history and
his lover’s who he is

FIC SAT
Culturally dividied,
lonely Harit dresses in
a sari to comfort his
mom and befriends a

